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What job has not been
atributed to a a pre-
qualified candidate

because of their résumé?
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atributed to a pre-
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because of their résumé?
A: In my experience, the
vast majority of résumés
read like mime acts. A: I
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example, but I would
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suggest "None" A: The
most common reason

I've encountered for not
taking a candidate's

résumé into
consideration is that no
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exists within the

organization, and they
are therefore

overqualified. Q: How to
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tab? When a tab is
selected, its title is filled

in with the currently
selected text. Is it

possible to set the title
of the tab manually? A:

Press Alt-A, on Windows,
or Apple Tab-A, on

macOS. Then navigate to
a tab in the browser. In
Chrome, press Alt-P (on
Windows), or ⌘-P (on
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active tab. In Firefox,
press Shift-⌘-B (on

Windows) or Shift-⌥-B
(on macOS) to go to the
active tab. Johnny Cash
Johnny Cash performs

during the U.S. Highway
66 tribute concert held in
a field west of the Johnny

Cash Museum in
Columbus, Mississippi,
Sunday, June 5, 2003.

Cash, a one-time
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resident of the city, has
a huge following in

Columbus, known for its
theme park and restored

Confederate Civil War
camps at the end of U.S.
66. (AP Photo/Matt York)

Johnny Cash MUSIC
REVIEW: Dixie Chicks,

reunion shows
Columbus, Mississippi -

Dixie Chicks singer
Natalie Maines, right,
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and her bandmates
(from left) Emily
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